TIDE-FREE FLOW VELOCITY AND STRAIN RATE OF CAMPBELL GLACIER TONGUE, EAST ANTARCTICA, MEASURED BY INSAR
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ABSTRACT ... Measurement of strain rate of a floating glacier is critical to the investigation of detailed flow regime and crevassing mechanism of the ice. We measured the surface deformation of Campbell Glacier Tongue (CGT) in East Antarctica from the 14 COSMO–SkyMed one–day tandem differential interferometric SAR (DInSAR) image pairs obtained in 2011. The vertical tidal deflection of CGT in each DInSAR image was estimated by using the tide deflection ratio generated by the double–differential interferometric SAR technique. By removing the vertical tidal deflection from the DInSAR signals, we derived the tide–corrected ice velocity and strain rate of CGT. The crevasses in CGT formed perpendicular to the axis of the most tensile strain rate, from which we found that they were generated by the gravitational ice flow and not by the vertical tidal deflection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Crevasses are common features on the surface of glaciers. Crevassing of floating glaciers such as ice shelves and glacier tongues considerably influences ice calving and mass discharge (Benn et al., 2007). Crevasses on the grounded ice streams form by extending ice flow (Vaughan, 1993), while it is undeterminable whether the ice flow only contributes crevasse formation on the floating glaciers which experience tidal deflection (Rignot, 1996; Han and Lee, 2014). Therefore, understanding how crevasses on the floating glaciers form is needed to analyze ice dynamics.

Surface strain rate is primary indicator of crevasse formation (Harper et al., 1998; Young and Hyland, 2002). The surface strain rate of glaciers can be calculated from ice–velocity field. Differential interferometric synthetic aperture radar (DInSAR), a technique to measure surface deformation with sub–cm accuracy, has been widely used to map ice velocity over the glaciers (Young and Hyland, 2002; Rignot, 2008; Rignot et al., 2011). For fast–flowing glaciers, the DInSAR pairs with short temporal baseline such as one–day were effectively used to map ice velocity, avoiding the temporal decorrelation of glacier surface (Joughin, 2002; Joughin et al., 2003).

The DInSAR signals over the grounded ice represent the surface deformation by gravitational flow only, while those over the floating glaciers include the vertical deflection due to ocean tide as well (Rignot, 1996). The vertical tidal deflection varies spatially over the floating glaciers, especially in the hinge zone (Han and Lee, 2014). In case of the one–day DInSAR pairs, magnitude of the vertical tidal deflection can be similar to that of daily ice–flow (Han and Lee, 2014).

The spatial variations of the vertical tidal deflection can be investigated by using tide deflection ratio defined as the ratio of the vertical tidal deflection of ice over tide height (Han and Lee, 2014). The tide deflection ratio can be determined by double–differential interferometric SAR (DDInSAR) technique that differentiates two DInSAR images by assuming constant ice–flow during the DInSAR data acquisitions (Rignot, 1996). Several studies tried to remove the magnitude in tide changes predicted by tide models from DInSAR signals over floating glaciers (Joughin et al., 2003; Scheuchl et al., 2012). However, they could not consider the spatial variation of the vertical tidal deflection in the hinge zone due to the lack of a series of DInSAR dataset to perform the DDInSAR, and thus their tidal corrections were to be imperfect.

In this study, we obtained a series of COSMO–SkyMed one–day tandem DInSAR pairs over Campbell Glacier Tongue (CGT) in East Antarctica and estimated tide deflection ratio by performing DDInSAR technique, to measure tide–corrected strain rate and investigate crevassing mechanism of CGT. Section 2 explains study area, dataset and methodology of the measurement of the tide–corrected ice velocity and strain rate of CGT. Results and discussion are presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes this study.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

2.1 Study area

CGT is a seaward extension of Campbell Glacier (CG), which flows into the northern Terra Nova Bay in Ross Sea, East Antarctica. Figure 1 shows a COSMO–SkyMed SAR image over CGT obtained on 27 November 2011. The white lines represent the location of the grounding line of CGT (Han and Lee, 2014). CGT is composed of
two ice streams: one is the main stream in the east and the other is the branch stream composed of broken ice chunks in the west. Many crevasses are formed on the midstream of CG and the hinge zone of CGT (see the dotted boxes in Figure 1). Annual ice velocity of CGT was 180–270 m a\(^{-1}\) measured by the offset tracking of the COSMO–SkyMed SAR images between 2010 and 2011 (Han et al., 2013). CGT experiences the vertical tidal deflection up to 60 cm during a day (Han and Lee, 2014), in which the magnitude is similar to daily ice–flow of the glacier tongue.

2.2 Data

We used 14 one–day tandem interferometric SAR (InSAR) pairs over CGT obtained from January to November 2011 by COSMO–SkyMed satellites equipped with X-band SAR (Table 1). All SAR images were acquired in strip–map mode (3 m spatial resolution), VV–polarization, and an incidence angle of 40° in descending orbit at around 3:45 UTC. Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM) of the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (Fujisada et al., 2005) was used to remove topographic phases from the one–day interferograms. The vertical accuracy of the GDEM is 20 m which is enough to remove topographic phases from the interferograms due to very short perpendicular baselines of the InSAR pairs.

Ross Sea Height–Based Tidal Inverse Model (Ross_Inv) (Padman et al., 2003), the optimum tide model in Terra Nova Bay (Han and Lee, 2014), was used to predict tide height at a centre point of the free–floating zone of CGT. The load–tide effect on the predicted tide height was corrected by TPXO6.2 Load Tide model (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002). The inverse barometer effect (IBE) on the predicted tide height was corrected by using in situ atmospheric pressure measured by an automatic weather system installed near CGT.

2.3 Methodology

First, the one–day surface deformation over CGT in the line of sight (LOS) direction was extracted from the 14 differential interferograms. DInSAR signals over the grounded part of CG represent gravitational ice flow only, while those over CGT represent the vertical tidal deflection as well. We generated total 91 DDDInSAR images from the 14 differential interferograms and extracted the vertical tidal deflection of the glacier tongue. The DDDInSAR images clearly show the location of grounding line and the spatial variation of the vertical tidal deflection in the hinge zone of CGT. By the following methodology mentioned in Han and Lee (2014), we generated a map of tidal deflection ratio over CGT by the pixel–based linear regression between the DDDInSAR–derived vertical tidal deflection and tidal variations during the DDDInSAR observations predicted by the IBE–corrected Ross_Inv.

The flow velocity map was converted into the flow direction estimated by the offset tracking between two SAR images obtained on 25 October and 10 November 2011. To represent annual state of ice velocity, we generated the maps of the averaged one–day ice velocity and its standard deviation from the 14 tide–corrected one–day ice flows.

We calculated the flow–oriented strain rate such as longitudinal (\(\dot{\epsilon}_x\)), transverse (\(\dot{\epsilon}_y\)) and shear strain rate (\(\dot{\epsilon}_s\)) by (Bindschadler et al., 1996)

\[
\dot{\epsilon}_x = \dot{e}_{xx} \cos^2 \beta + 2 \dot{e}_{xy} \sin \beta \cos \beta + \dot{e}_{yy} \sin^2 \beta
\]

\[
\dot{\epsilon}_y = \dot{e}_{xx} \sin^2 \beta - 2 \dot{e}_{xy} \sin \beta \cos \beta + \dot{e}_{yy} \cos^2 \beta
\]

\[
\dot{\epsilon}_s = (\dot{e}_{xy} - \dot{e}_{xx}) \sin \beta \cos \beta + \dot{e}_{yy} \left(\cos^2 \beta - \sin^2 \beta\right)
\]

where \(\dot{e}_{xx}, \dot{e}_{xy}\), and \(\dot{e}_{yy}\) are the strain rate with respect to the image axes \(x\) and \(y\) directions calculated from ice velocity, and \(\beta\) is the flow direction measured counter clockwise from the \(x\) axis.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Tide–corrected ice velocity

Figure 1(a) shows the ice velocity in the flow direction before tide correction, which was estimated from a DInSAR image. The white lines show the location of grounding line, while a white dotted line represents the seaward edge of the hinge zone of CGT. The ice velocity increases from the uppermost part of CG by \(~20\) cm day\(^{-1}\) to the seaward edge of CGT by \(~90\) cm day\(^{-1}\). However, the ice velocity in the free–floating zone of CGT is about 1.2 times larger than that measured by the offset tracking of the same SAR dataset used in this study (Han et al., 2013). This is because the vertical tidal deflection was added to the ice flow and thus erroneous ice velocity was estimated.

The maps of the averaged ice velocity derived from the 14 tide–corrected ice flows and its standard deviation are shown in Figure 1(b) and (c), respectively. The ice velocity over the grounded part of CG is almost similar to that estimated from the tide–uncorrected ice velocity. Over the main stream of CGT, the ice velocity gradually increases from the grounding line (\(~52\) cm day\(^{-1}\)) to the seaward edge of the hinge zone (\(~62\) cm day\(^{-1}\)), while that is almost constant in the free–floating zone along the flow line (\(62–67\) cm day\(^{-1}\)). The ice velocity over CGT estimated from the tide–corrected DInSAR signals is nearly the same as that measured by Han et al. (2013). Most areas of CG and the main stream of CGT show small standard deviation less than \(4\) cm day\(^{-1}\) (Figure 1(c)), which accounts for only 5% of the maximum ice velocity of \(67\) cm day\(^{-1}\) measured at the terminus of CGT.
The branch stream of CGT shows large standard deviation due to the irregular ice flow of the broken ice chunks (Han and Lee, 2014).

3.2 Tide–corrected strain rate

Maps of \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \), \( \dot{\varepsilon}_c \) and \( \dot{\varepsilon}_t \) over CG and CGT are shown in Figure 2(a), (b) and (c), respectively. Figure 2(d) shows the uncertainty in the \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \) which is similar to that in the \( \dot{\varepsilon}_c \) and \( \dot{\varepsilon}_t \). The \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \)-map clearly shows the compression (the negative values) and extension (the positive values) zone of the glacier (Figure 2(a)). The grounded part of CG shows large variation in the \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \) values from \(-6.3\times10^{-4}\) to \(3.5\times10^{-4}\) day\(^{-1}\) with the uncertainty of \(-1\times10^{-4}\) day\(^{-1}\) due to the locally variation in the ice velocity along the flow lines. Over the main stream of CGT, a mean value of \( \dot{\varepsilon}_c \) in the hinge zone was \(2.3\times10^{-3}\pm2.8\times10^{-4}\) day\(^{-1}\) which is higher than that in the free–floating zone \((7.0\times10^{-3}\pm1.4\times10^{-4}\) day\(^{-1}\)). This represents that the ice stretches in the hinge zone due to increasing ice velocity along the flow line, more than in the free–floating zone of CGT where ice velocity is almost constant along the flow line. In the branch stream of CGT, the \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \), \( \dot{\varepsilon}_c \) and \( \dot{\varepsilon}_t \) values with large uncertainties vary spatially due to the random motion of the broken ice chunks (Han and Lee, 2014).

The \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \) values vary spatially over the grounded part of CG from \(-5.4\times10^{-4}\) to \(3.3\times10^{-4}\) day\(^{-1}\) due to convergence (the negative values) and divergence (the positive values) of the ice flow (Bindschadler et al., 1996) (Figure 2(b)). At the midstream of CG where the longitudinal crevasses are formed, a mean value of \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \) is very large by \(3.2\times10^{-2}\pm4.7\times10^{-3}\) day\(^{-1}\) due to the divergence of the ice flow by widening of the glacier width. The \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \) values are negative immediately below the longitudinal crevasse area (a mean \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \) value of \(-5.2\times10^{-2}\pm6.4\times10^{-5}\) day\(^{-1}\)) because the width of the glacier becomes narrow and the ice–flow converges. The hinge zone of the main stream of CGT shows large \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \) value (a mean value of \(3.0\times10^{-2}\pm5.3\times10^{-6}\) day\(^{-1}\)), especially over the longitudinal crevasse area. This is because the eastern part of CGT is grounded and experiences basal drag (Han and Lee, 2014), and thus ice velocity increases from the east to the west of the glacier tongue. In the free–floating zone of CGT, the \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \) values are very small (a mean value of \(8.4\times10^{-6}\pm1.6\times10^{-6}\) day\(^{-1}\)) and few crevasses are observed due to spatially constant ice velocity.

High \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \) values of \(-4.3\times10^{-4}\) day\(^{-1}\) are observed along the sides of the grounded part of CG (Figure 2(c)), which is induced by the lateral drag at the glacial side walls (Whillans and van der Veen, 1997). The midstream of the grounded part of CG shows high \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \) as well, due to the changes in width of the glacier (Payne et al. 2004). The \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \) values in free–floating zone of the main stream of CGT are very small (a mean value of \(2.8\times10^{-6}\pm5.1\times10^{-7}\) day\(^{-1}\)) because of little lateral drag. Meanwhile, high \( \dot{\varepsilon}_l \) values are calculated in the hinge zone (a mean value of \(1.8\times10^{-3}\pm2.5\times10^{-6}\) day\(^{-1}\)), especially in the crevasse area by ~\(1.0\times10^{-4}\) day\(^{-1}\). This means that the hinge zone of CGT experiences shearing by the lateral drag at the eastern part of the glacier tongue.

4. CONCLUSION

This study showed a method to measure tide–corrected strain rate of a floating glacier by using a series of COSMO–SkyMed one–day tandem DInSAR dataset for CGT, and analyzed the flow regime and crevassing mechanism of the glacier tongue. The vertical tidal deflection of CGT was estimated by multiplying the tidal variations corresponding to the DInSAR images by the DDInSAR–derived tide deflection ratio, which was removed from the DInSAR signals to extract ice velocity only. The orientation of crevasses in CGT was nearly perpendicular to the direction of the most tensile strain rate calculated from the tide–corrected ice velocity. This demonstrates that the crevasses form by ice flow in respect of the DInSAR accuracy, not by tidal deflection. The tide correction of DInSAR signals over floating glaciers by using the DDInSAR–derived tide deflection ratio is useful for estimating accurate ice velocity and strain rate for analyzing crevasses. The tide–corrected ice velocity and strain rate will thus be of great value in a better understating of ice dynamics of floating glaciers.
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Fig. 1. Map of the ice velocity of CGT before (a) and after (b) the tide correction, its standard deviation (c) obtained from DInSAR images.

Fig. 2. Map of strain rate over CGT in (a) longitudinal, (b) transverse and (c) shear directions, respectively, while (d) is the uncertainty in the longitudinal strain rate.